Half-Day Stoppage
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"In 16 years we can do it all again!"

At Union Hall which was mobbed by the workers with a demonstration, Joe Ramirez, a member of the executive committee commented: "If this strike is not won, we will affect the company, we will strike for what we need."

Much of the talk was about how the pay scales increase for the workers and the need for the company to understand the workers' demands. It is now up to the company to decide if it will make a decent offer... without strike.

A meeting with a GE official in New York yesterday resulted in no decision. The workers said that they would not only strike to improve their working conditions, but also as a protest to the company's failure to meet their demands.

Several union representatives were scheduled to meet with company officials throughout the country and here are going ahead with their strike efforts.

Issue In Dock Strike Is...

The union is still trying to reach an agreement with the company over wages and working conditions.

The workers in the dock strike are demanding higher wages, improved working conditions, and an end to the use of cheaper foreign labor.

UE Attorney Gives Legal Facts of Vote

A number of workers who were in the hall and recalled that the strike was taken for several reasons: the accreditation of H.W. C. was not done as expected; the company's refusal to accept the agreement; and the company's failure to negotiate.

In the past few years, Congress has passed the Smith-Connally Act which makes it more difficult for workers to organize unions without a majority vote. However, workers also have been trying to organize unions in other industries with similar problems.

Joe Ramirez said that the strike was taken because of the company's refusal to negotiate and the workers' desire to improve their working conditions.

The strike is expected to continue for several days and is being supported by several union locals in the area.

Workmen's Compensation

The Workers' Compensation Act is a federal law that provides for payments to workers who are injured on the job. The law was passed in 1910 and has been amended several times since then.

The act provides for two types of benefits: temporary total disability benefits and permanent partial disability benefits. Temporary total disability benefits are paid to workers who cannot work because of an injury. Permanent partial disability benefits are paid to workers who cannot return to their original job after an injury.

The law also provides for medical care and rehabilitation services for workers who are injured on the job.

UE Pulls Out of Erie Poll

The UE has decided to pull out of the primary election in Erie, Pennsylvania, and has not endorsed any candidate.

The UE is a labor union that represents workers in various industries, including steel, auto, and defense.

Electrical Union News

VOTE "YES" TODAY

Record Number of Grievances Piling Up

The number of grievances at the company is increasing. Some workers are concerned that the company is not handling grievances in a fair manner.

Now, gentlemen, make a fair wage offer...
Questions and Answers On The Strike Vote

DOES A YES VOTE MEAN WE CAN MAKE MORE MONEY?

OVER 60,000 NON-UNION employees in the District of Columbia will cast their ballots on the strike vote this week. A yes vote means a yes to a proposed agreement that will give them a wage increase and other benefits. A no vote means a continuation of the status quo.

LOCAL UNIONS

Local 2000, the local union representing non-union employees in the District of Columbia, is holding a special meeting today to discuss the strike vote. The union has already negotiated a tentative agreement with the employer that includes a 4% wage increase, a $1000 signing bonus, and improved health benefits.

HOW CAN I VOTE?

You can vote at any of the designated polling places. If you are not sure where your polling place is, you can call the union at 555-1234 or check online at union.org/voteplaces.

WHO CAN VOTE?

Only employees who are non-union can vote on the strike vote. If you are not sure if you are non-union, you can check with your employer or the union.

WHAT HAPPENS IF WE VOTE YES?

If we vote yes, we will accept the proposed agreement and continue working.

WHAT HAPPENS IF WE VOTE NO?

If we vote no, we will join the strike and continue to demand better wages and benefits.

STORAGE

The strike vote is an important opportunity for non-union employees to make their voices heard. A yes vote means a commitment to improving our working conditions and wages. A no vote means we continue to work under the current conditions.

Equality of Sacrifice

Employees do not vote alone. We are united in our fight for better wages and conditions. A yes vote means we are all on the same page. A no vote means we are divided in our demands.

Local Rates, Conditions Tied To Wage Fight Says Jandreau

Approximately 6,000 GE employees are expected to vote on a new contract proposal today. The proposal includes a 2% wage increase, improved health benefits, and a new pension plan.

Steeldwards Demand Wage Fight By Murray

Steelworkers are demanding a wage increase in order to keep up with inflation. They are basing their demand on the average wage increase of other industries.

How Much of Your Pay Will Go For Taxes?

Many employees are concerned about the amount of their income that goes to taxes. We can help you calculate how much of your pay is going to taxes.

How Does the New Income Tax Affect Premium Pay?

The new income tax is designed to reduce the amount of money that employees receive as a premium for working. We can help you understand how this will affect your pay.

What New Taxes Are Coming Soon?

There are several new taxes that are expected to be implemented in the near future. We can help you understand how these taxes will affect your pay.

How to Get Involved

If you are interested in getting involved in the strike vote or the wage fight, please contact your union representative or check online for more information.